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Abstract. The paper deals with a video compression method
based on the multi-dimensional discrete cosine transform.
In the text, the encoder and decoder architectures including
the definitions of all mathematical operations like the forward and inverse 3-D DCT, quantization and thresholding
are presented. According to the particular number of currently processed pictures, the new quantization tables and
entropy code dictionaries are proposed in the paper. The
practical properties of the 3-D DCT coding chain compared
with the modern video compression methods (such as H.264
and WebM) and the computing complexity are presented as
well. It will be proved the best compress properties could be
achieved by complex H.264 codec. On the other hand the
computing complexity - especially on the encoding side - is
lower for the 3-D DCT method.
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1. Introduction
Video compression techniques have generally two objectives: to reduce the spatial redundancy among the picture elements and to reduce the temporal redundancy between successive frames, i.e. interframe coding. The main
interframe coding principle is the predictive coding, which
is used in all major standard video codecs, such as H.261,
H.263, MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 [7], [8], [16], [19].
Video compression with the 3-D DCT (Three-Dimensional
Discrete Cosine Transform) contains both types of correlation reduction in a single transform coding. This transform
is a block based method and requires storage of N picture
frames but can provide an acceptable picture quality with
high compression ratio [6], [15]. The basic structure of the
3-D DCT encoder and decoder is known and it was published
for example in [15] or [21]. Several improvements mainly in
quantization and entropy coding blocks for 2-D and 3-D coefficients were proposed in [1], [11] or [12]. Fast methods
for DCT and Huffman coding algorithms were published as

well in [5], [13] or [22]. Also the testing and comparison of
the 3-D DCT properties of several image and video compression codecs could be found in literature, such as [2] or [21].
The contribution of the paper is to present a new Huffman
dictionary, then the 3-D DCT implementation in digital signal processor and testing of the method with comparison to
other codecs, mainly to H.264 and VP8 from the new WebM
video container [20].
The paper is divided into four major parts. The main
emphasis is focused on the structure of the entire coding
chain with a description of each coding block (Section 2). In
the second part, Section 3, the fast algorithms for 3-D DCT
calculation are presented. The experimental verification of
the coding chain along with other video codecs comparison
is introduced in Section 4. The results discussion is depicted
in Section 5.

2. Encoder Structure
The basic 3-D DCT encoder and decoder could be derived from the JPEG coder [18] and has only three main
parts, as shown in Fig. 1: transform coding, frequency coefficients processing and entropy coding. The input of the
3-D DCT encoder f is formed as a video cube [15]. Video
cube is a technical term for 3-D matrix, with dimension of
N made up of small elements of particular frames with the
dimensions of N × N pixels. The third (temporal) dimension
of the cube is commonly of the same size as the first (horizontal) and the second (vertical) dimension. The reason is
the way of fast implementing method of the 3-D algorithm
and the entropy coding (process of implementation with variable video cube dimension will be described later). Another
reason is the reachable compress ration: the smaller N in
temporal dimension, the smaller compress ratio.
For a color sequence three independent coders are used:
one for the luminance signal Y and two for the chrominance
signals Cb and Cr , respectively. Each signal is transformed
into frequency domain using the 3-D DCT forward transform. The values of the frequency coefficients D are subsequently reduced by quantization (DQ ) and in some cases by
thresholding as well (DQT ). Non-zero coefficients are finally
encoded by an entropy coder and formed into an output bit
stream F (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the AC coefficients for a slowly varying
sequence.
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Fig. 1. Video coding chain based on 3-D discrete cosine transform.
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The coefficient with coordinates of (0, 0, 0) is called
the DC (Direct Current) coefficient and all others are called
AC (Alternating Current) coefficients. It can be seen the
total number of the 3-D DCT coefficients is equal to the
number of input pixels. It can be proved that the number
of bits for representing the frequency coefficients is higher
than for representing pixels in the time domain. The adequate bit number for a real DC coefficient is equal to 13 bits
and equal to 12 bits for an AC coefficient; i.e. symmetric
DC ∈ h −4,095; 4,095 i and AC ∈ h −2,047; 2,047 i. The effect of the transform coding is in reducing correlation between picture elements. The main energy of transformed
values is centralized into the low frequency coefficients. It
is known that fast varying sequences with high details have
increased number of non-zero coefficients. An example of
AC coefficient distribution of a slowly and fast varying sequences are shown in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3, respectively.

An inverse 3-D DCT transforms the coefficients from
frequency to time domain and could be defined in the following form [15]:
N−1 N−1 N−1

f˜x,y,z =

∑ ∑ ∑ γu γv γw · D̃u,v,w ·

(3)

u=0 v=0 w=0

cos

πu(2x + 1)
πv(2y + 1)
πw(2z + 1)
· cos
· cos
.
2N
2N
2N

The notation D̃ corresponds to the frequency coefficients
modifications during the quantization and thresholding process, respectively and the erroneous transmission of encoded
sequences.
In the following text, the remaining coder blocks will
be described. In Subsection 2.1 the quantization followed by
thresholding are outlined. The entropy coding is introduced
in Subsection 2.2.
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2.1 Quantization and Thresholding
According to the encoder block scheme, the second
part of the encoder includes a quantization. There are two
objectives of this operation: the first is to reduce the dynamic range of the coefficients and the second is to decrease
the number of insignificant coefficients, thus to increase the
compress ratio. This aim can be described by the following
equation
DQ
u,v,w =



Du,v,w
Qu,v,w


(4)

where DQ
u,v,w is a quantized 3-D DCT coefficient, Qu,v,w is
a quantization value from interval h 1; 255 i and operation
b·c represents rounding down. In general, the quantization
causes lossy processing. The greater the quantization value,
the higher is the impact in decompressed video sequence
quality.
Another common way of reducing non-zero coefficients is thresholding. This operation can be expressed as
follows
(
DQT
u,v,w

=

DQ
u,v,w
0

: |DQ
u,v,w | ≥ T hrL
: |DQ
u,v,w | < T hrL

(5)

where DQT
u,v,w is a 3-D DCT coefficient after thresholding and
T hrL is the threshold level. Evidently, the thresholding is
a lossy operation as well. It can be proved that quantization,
followed by the process of thresholding represents a main
tool how to affect the quality of a video sequence and at the
same time determine the final compression ratio [6].

2.2 Entropy Coding
The last part of the encoder is an entropy coding. Similarly to still picture compression [18], the Huffman coding is
used. Therefore all coefficients from each block are read in
a modified zig-zag way, where the major coefficients along
axes u, v and w are read first. For the DC coefficients, differential coding is used. For the remaining AC coefficients only
non-zero coefficient values are taken into account and are encoded together with a number of preceding zero coefficients,
i.e. run length coding is used [11], [12], [13]. For 3-D DCT
coefficients, the new code dictionaries were derived.
As mentioned above, the DC coefficient interval is
from 0 to ±4,095. The entire interval is divided into 13
subintervals, the first subinterval containing only value 0, the
second one containing values −1 and 1, the third one values
−3, −2, 2, 3, etc. Each DC coefficient is first identified by its
interval and then encoded by its position within the interval.
For each subinterval the unique codeword is suggested. Let
the interval | 2÷3 | be represented by the codeword 001, then
the entropy code for DC value −3 is 00100, for −2 00101,
etc.
As mentioned above, within one block (cube) the AC

coefficients are reordered using the modified zig-zag scanning, followed by run-length coding and finished by an endof-block identifier (EOB). Assuming that N = 8, one cube
contains exactly 511 AC coefficients. Similarly to DC coefficients, the whole interval of possible values is divided
into 11 subintervals and theoretically, run-length values vary
between 0 and 510. Thus the proposed code dictionary for
the AC coefficients contains 511×11+EOB = 5,622 unique
codewords. The outlook of the particular codewords for AC
coefficients with run-length equal to 0 is shown in Tab. 1.
According to the extensive code dictionary, the less common AC values are represented by wide codewords. For
example, a codeword for subinterval | 256÷511 | is 15 bits
wide, for | 512÷1,023 | 26 bits wide and for the subinterval
of | 1,024÷2,047 |, 27 bits are needed. In output bit stream,
each codeword is followed by the number identifies the coefficient value within the subinterval. It is apparent, provided various temporal dimensions in video cube, the Huffman code dictionary for AC coefficients and scanning order
have to be modified.
Interval/Value
EOB
|1|
| 2÷3 |
| 4÷7 |
| 8÷15 |
| 16÷31 |
| 32÷63 |
| 64÷127 |
| 128÷255 |
| 256÷511 |
| 512÷1,023 |
| 1,024÷2,047 |

New codeword
001000
01
000
110
1001
10100
0010011
10111000
00110001100
00110101001..
00110001101..
00110001101..

Bits for new
codeword + value
6+0
2+1
3+2
3+3
4+4
5+5
7+6
8+7
11 + 8
15 + 9
26 + 10
27 + 11

Tab. 1. Proposed codewords for AC coefficients with run-length
equal to 0.

3. Transform Calculation
This section is dedicated to calculation of the transform
coding. It can be shown that the transform coding is the most
time-consuming operation of the entire coding chain [5]. Despite the multi-dimensional DCT is applied in the proposed
coding chain, the subsequences of 1-D transforms are commonly used for real time processing [5], [8]. Two common
dimensions of transform base are mainly considered: N = 8
and N = 4. The algorithm for evaluating 8-point discrete
cosine transform is recapitulated in Subsection 3.1. Subsection 3.2 describes the algorithm for 4-point transform.

3.1 8-point Discrete Cosine Transform
Let N = 8. According to [8], 5 product and 29 sum
operations have to be performed in order to evaluate eight
1-D coefficients. In every video cube with N = 8, the 1-D
transform has to be repeated 192 times to obtain 512 frequency coefficients. Imagine a test grayscale video sequence
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with dimensions of 720×576 picture elements and length
of 24 frames. The minimal number of arithmetical operations for encoding such sequence is 18,662,400 products and
108,241,920 sums [5].

3.2 4-point Discrete Cosine Transform
According to (1), one-dimensional 4-point forward discrete cosine transform could be expressed as follows
3

πu(2x + 1)
(6)
8
x=0
where u = 0, 1, . . . , 3. Applying the similar procedures mentioned in [8], the set of modified equations for fast calculations of 4-point 1-D DCT could be evaluated. Using the
extension of 4 input samples in term fx = f7−x and using
the Discrete Fourier Transform, the 1-D DCT could be expressed by (7).
Du = γu · ∑ fx · cos

3

γu · ∑ fx · cos
x=0

ℜ{Fu }
πu(2x + 1)
=
8
2 · cos( πu
8 )

(7)

where ℜ{Fu } represents a real part of Fourier coefficient.
The left part of (7) is equal to the one-dimensional DCT.
Therefore, 1-D transform could be evaluated via real parts of
Fourier coefficients divided by the real constant 2 · cos( πu
8 ).
Like the γu values, the constant may be incorporated in the
quantizer block as well. Hence, the only task is to enumerate
the real parts of Fu . It could be done by a set of equations as
defined below.

ℜ{F0 }
ℜ{F1 }
ℜ{F2 }
ℜ{F3 }

= 2 · ( f0 + f1 + f2 + f3 )
(8)
2π
= f0 − f3 + cos
· ( f1 − f3 − f2 + f0 )
8
= f0 − f2 + f3 − f1
2π
= f0 − f3 − cos
· ( f1 − f3 − f2 + f0 ).
8

It can be seen that the number of necessary arithmetical operation for 4-point 1-D DCT is therefore 1 product
and 9 sums. Nevertheless, according to the smaller blocks
of input samples encoded in one moment, the total number of operations for transforming the test video sequence
from Subsection 3.1 (720×576×24) is 7,464,960 products
and 67,184,640 sums, i.e. a lower number.

4. Experimental Verification
4.1 Compression Properties
Six color video sequences with different characteristics were proposed for the simulation. Dimensions of all
are 320×240 pixels and they contain 96 frames. Two extreme contents of video sequences were applied. First of

them, titled Church, represents a slowly varying sequence
with large areas of similar shades. The second extreme is
represented by a fast varying sequence named Wind, where
approximately 80% of the frame content is steadily changing. The other tested sequences represent real scenarios between these two extremes. The initial frames of selected
video sequences are shown in Fig. 5(a)–Fig. 8(a).
Objective properties of all video sequences were enumerated in time domain by SFM (Spatial Frequency Measure) and in frequency domain by SAM (Spectral Activity
Measure) parameter. According to [9] SFM and SAM for
a luminance component of single video frame are defined as
follows:

SFM
R
C

SAM

=

√
R +C,

(9)

1
MN

M−1 N−1

=

1
MN

N−1 M−1

=

M−1 N−1
1
2
MN ∑i=0 ∑ j=0 |Fi, j |
2
M−1 N−1
∏ j=0 |Fi, j | MN
∏i=0

=

∑ ∑ { fi, j − fi, j−1 }2 ,

i=0 j=1

∑ ∑ {Fi, j − fi−1, j }2 ,

j=0 i=1

(10)

where R represents row frequency and C is column frequency, fi, j are image/video pixels, and M and N are numbers of pixels in horizontal and vertical directions. Fi, j are
DFT coefficients of video frame. Calculated values for original video sequences, followed by values for 3-D DCT compressed sequences with bitrate of 1,000 kbits/s are shown in
Tab. 2.
Sequence
Church
High Jump
Highway
Road
Sprint
Wind

Original Sequence
SFM [-] SAM [-]
10.74
3,574
27.91
144
26.65
290
35.46
264
24.63
378
46.28
114

3-D DCT (1 Mbits/s)
SFM [-]
SAM [-]
10.77
3,661
27.81
144
26.57
291
35.65
263
24.25
388
40.79
152

Tab. 2. Comparison of test video sequences by SFM (Spatial
Frequency Measure) and SAM (Spectral Activity Measure).

It is obvious for natural images and video sequences
larger values of SAM imply smaller values of SFM parameter. Moreover, large values of SAM mean higher predictability and therefore these images and video sequences are in
general easy to encode. On the other hand, sequences with
small values of SAM parameter are difficult to encode. Verification of these hypotheses will be shown later in the text.
From Tab. 2 it can be seen as well the changing of both parameters is insignificant when compress ratio (i.e. bitrate)
does not cause perceptible degradation in images.
For evaluating the compression properties of the proposed video coding chain, a considerable number of simulation cases was performed. The main settings were altered
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within the quantizer block. With the aid of different quantization rates, a set of dissimilar compression ratios and picture qualities was achieved.
In order to compare the compression quality, two common criteria for objective evaluation were used: output
bitrate and metric of PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio).
A practical result of an output bit stream compared to picture quality for different sequences can be seen in Fig. 4. It
can be seen that the slowly varying sequence Church (see
Fig. 4(a)) presents a high picture quality even at low bitrates.
On the other hand, the fast varying sequence Wind can be
encoded at a bitrate of around 400 kbits/s only due to severe
degradation of quality. Samples of encoded sequences by 3D DCT with bitrates of 300 and 500 kbits/s can be seen in
Fig. 5(c)–Fig. 8(c).
The second part of the 3-D DCT experimental verification was concentrated on a comparison with other video
compression methods and codecs. For the first approach
video formats MPEG-2, XviD, H.264 [10] and WebM [20]
were chosen. All encoding processes were executed under
Linux with help of freeware program FFmpeg from FFmpeg Team [4] with implementations of mpeg2video, libx264
and libvpx codecs. For the MPEG standard and H.264
the BBIBBPBBPBBP group of pictures were applied. Sixteen bitrates were used (200–2,400 kbits/s) for six video sequences. For objective quality testing, the PSNR (Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio) metric of luminance component was
measured. The results are graphically displayed in Fig. 4
and concrete values of the selected sequences are shown in
Tab. 4.
The best proportion between bitrate and PSNR for most
types of video sequences can be seen if the H.264 video format has been applied. Only for video sequences Church and
Wind, i.e. for very slowly and fast varying sequences, the
proposed 3-D DCT coder is characterized by excellent PSNR
values. The remaining results of 3-D DCT are comparable
with the XviD codec. The advantage of the 3-D DCT coder
is its simple structure and single transform. The worst values
in every test cases were achieved by the MPEG-2 standard
and amazingly by the WebM as well.

4.2 Algorithm Complexity
The last part of experimental verification was focused
on real time processing possibilities of evaluated transform coding. As mentioned in Section 3, the most timeconsuming component of the coding scheme is the transform coding itself. According to that, only the calculation
of 3-D DCT was considered as a criterion for real time processing.
The algorithms mentioned in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2
were programmed for Texas Instruments’s floating-point
digital signal processor TMS320C6713 in so-called linear
assembly. The linear assembly is an interstage between high
level C language and low level assembly code [3], [17].
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The total numbers of the necessary CPU cycles needed
for 8-point and 4-point 1-D DCT are shown in Tab. 3. The
estimated times for encoding a grey scale video sequence
with dimensions of 720×576×24 are shown as well. Note:
the frequency of the clock signal was fclk = 150 MHz. The
parameters -o0, -o1, -o2 and -o3 correspond to the level of
source code optimization. Parameter -o0 enables register
level optimization, -o1 and -o2 start function level optimization and parameter -o3 corresponds to optimization on file
level. The optimization could be done by the Code Composer Studio development software from Texas Instruments
[14].
Param.
no opt.
-o0
-o1
-o2
-o3

N =8
Cycles [-] Time [s]
10,284
4.00
10,284
4.00
5,206
2.02
2,144
0.83
2,144
0.83

N =4
Cycles [-] Time [s]
1,054
3.28
1,054
3.28
702
2.18
417
1.30
417
1.30

Tab. 3. CPU cycles for transforming 1 video cube and duration of
transforming 1 sec. of video sequence.

It can be seen the only possibility of encoding a grey
scale video sequence (with fs = 24 frames/s) in real time in
our case is using the 8-point fast algorithm followed by the
optimization tools with maximal optimization level. The
problem could be solved by applying a higher clock frequency fclk or using a digital signal processor with parallel data processing, e.g. TMS320C6455 or TMS320C6457
(fixed-point processors with fclk = 1.2 GHz).

5. Conclusion
The paper was focussed on video signal compression
and especially on application of multi-dimensional discrete
cosine transform. The coding chain based on 3-D DCT was
derived from coder structure for still pictures compression.
The coding chain contains three main parts. The first part is
the transform coding itself, where the input picture samples
are transformed into frequency domain. The second part of
the encoder is dedicated to the frequency coefficient modifications, i.e. to quantization and thresholding processes. In
the experimental section the substantial effect of this part on
the compression ratio and particularly on picture quality was
shown. The last part of the encoder is the run-length coding
followed by lossless entropy coding. The Huffman coding
was used. Considering the specific characteristics of 3-D
transform, the modified quantization tables and above all the
new Huffman code dictionaries were developed and tested.
The mathematical complexity of the coder was discussed. The transform coding was evaluated by two methods with different values of N. The results from DSP implementation were presented for N = 8 and N = 4. It was
shown the simpler 4-point algorithm could achieve better results only in the case when no optimizer tools were used. By
selected DSP ( fCPU = 150 MHz), the real-time processing
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Fig. 4. Comparison of 3-D DCT with other video coding methods by PSNR.
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Video Sequence
Church

High Jump

Sprint

Wind

Bitrate [kbits/s]
300
1,000
2,200
500
1,000
2,200
500
1,000
2,200
500
1,000
2,200
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H.264
43.49
–
–
36.23
39.22
43.68
32.98
36.22
40.87
20.92
23.42
27.68

XviD
–
–
–
35.34
38.05
–
32.04
35.18
39.21
–
23.39
27.07

Y : PSNR [dB]
3-D DCT MPEG-2
44.64
41.94
50.27
–
54.06
–
35.33
29.99
37.58
35.75
41.98
40.75
33.51
–
35.35
32.10
39.20
37.99
28.97
–
29.06
–
30.30
23.67

WebM
39.63
41.02
–
34.40
36.50
38.88
–
35.08
37.65
–
–
–

Tab. 4. Comparison of 3-D DCT with other video coding methods by PSNR.

(a) Original sequence.

(b) H.264.

(c) 3-D DCT.

(d) MPEG-2.

(e) WebM.

Fig. 5. Sample frames of video sequence Church encoded by H.264, 3-D DCT, MPEG-2 and WebM at 300 kbits/s.

(a) Original sequence.

(b) H.264.

(c) 3-D DCT.

(d) XviD.

Fig. 6. Sample frames of video sequence High Jump encoded by H.264, 3-D DCT, XviD and WebM at 500 kbits/s.

(a) Original sequence.

(b) H.264.

(c) 3-D DCT.

(d) XviD.

Fig. 7. Sample frames of video sequence Sprint encoded by H.264, 3-D DCT and XviD at 500 kbits/s.

(a) Original sequence.

(b) H.264.

(c) 3-D DCT.

(d) XviD.

Fig. 8. Sample frames of video sequence Wind encoded by H.264, 3-D DCT and XviD at 500 kbits/s.

(e) WebM.
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of 720×576 sequence could be provided only with 8-point
DCT implementation followed by optimization. The coding results of real video sequences were presented in terms
of output bitrate and picture quality. The PSNR metric was
measured for the luminance component and bitrates were adjusted between 200 and 2,400 kbits/s. The different video
codes and standards were compared as well. Namely H.264,
XviD, MPEG-2 and WebM coders were used and the coding
properties are described in the paper.
Future work will attend to detailed comparison of the
3-D DCT with other methods via more metrics. The computing demands of all blocks from encoder and decoder, followed by the implementation on modern DSP or FPGA will
be performed as well. The compress properties of the 3D DCT method could be unambiguously improved by variable video cube size and by addition of image post processing techniques, such as loop filter.
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